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Appendix to the privacy policy: 

No. Cookie name Domain Retention 

period 

Function (description) 

1. IDE doubleclick.net 1.5 years  It is used to re-direct, optimise, report and assign 

online ads. One of the basic cookies related to 

advertisements used on websites that are not 

owned by Google. It is saved under the 

doubleclick.net domain. 

2. fr facebook.com 3 months It is used for advertising purposes and indicates 

users whose accounts have been deactivated (opt-

out). 

3. 1P_JAR google.com 1 month It contains information about how the end-user uses 

the website and about any advertisements that the 

end-user could see before visiting this website. 

4. AID google.com 2 years It is used to display personalised advertisements at 

Google sites based on recent searches and previous 

interactions. 

5. ANID google.com 1 year It connects user’s activities to other devices which 

were previously used by this user to log in from 

his/her Google account. On this basis, the 

advertisements displayed on devices are 

coordinated and conversion events are measured 

(Google Analytics). 

6. CONSENT google.com 20 years It stores user preferences and information every 

time the user visits websites with Google services. 

7. NID google.com 1 year It is used to store a set of preferences and other 

user information based on a unique Google ID. 

8. 1P_JAR google.pl 1 month It contains information about how the end-user uses 

the website and about any advertisements that the 

end-user could see before visiting this website. 

9. ANID google.pl 1 year It connects user’s activities to other devices which 

were previously used by this user to log in from 

his/her Google account. On this basis, 

advertisements displayed on devices are 

coordinated and conversion events are measured 

(Google Analytics). 

10. APISID google.pl 2 years It is set up using the website by advertising partners 

and used by them to create a user’s interest profile 

and display relevant advertisements on other 

websites. This file operates by way of an unique 

browser and device identification (DoubleClick). 

11. CONSENT google.pl 20 years It stores user preferences and information every 

time the user visits websites featuring Google 

services. 
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12. HSID google.pl 2 years It creates a user’s interest profile and displays 

relevant advertisements on other websites (set up 

by DoubleClick, owned by Google). 

13. NID google.pl 1 year It contains a unique ID that Google uses to 

remember user’s preferences and other 

information. 

14. SAPISID google.pl 2 years It is set up using the website by advertising partners 

and used by them to create a user’s interest profile 

and display relevant advertisements on other 

websites. This file operates by a unique browser and 

device identification (DoubleClick). 

15. SID google.pl 1 year The files used by Google to display personalised 

advertisements on Google websites, based on 

recent searches and previous interactions. 

16. SSID google.pl 2 years It contains information about how the end-user uses 

the website and about any advertisements that the 

end-user could see before visiting this website. 

17. AID googleadservices. 

com 

2 years The files used by Google to display personalised 

advertisements on Google websites, based on 

recent searches and previous interactions. 

18. PHPSESSID hicron.com 1 year A general identifier used to maintain user session 

variables generated by PHP-based applications. 

Typically, it is a randomly generated number, the 

use of which may be site-specific (for example, used 

to maintain the status of a logged-in user surfing 

between websites). 

19. __ca__chat hicron.com 1 year A cookie file generated by the User.com application. 

It stores information about the user’s e-mail address 

and is used in the chat application. 

20. __cfduid hicron.com 6 months It is used to speed up website loading time. It 

replaces all security restrictions based on the user’s 

IP address. It does not contain any information 

identifying the user (CloudFlare).  

21. _fbp hicron.com Session It guarantees delivery of advertisements to 

individuals who have already visited the website, 

who are on Facebook or a digital platform powered 

by Facebook Advertising. 

22. _ga hicron.com 2 years It is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a 

randomly generated number as the customer ID. It 

is taken into account in every page request on the 

site and used to calculate guest, session and 

campaign data for site analysis reports (Google 

Universal Analytics). 
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23. _gat_UA-20393019-1 hicron.com 10 minutes It reduces request speed by limiting the quantity of 

data collected at high-traffic websites (Google 

Universal Analytics). 

24. _gid hicron.com 24 hours It is used to distinguish the users of our site. 

25. _icl_current_language hicron.com 2 months The file stores the value of the site’s language 

location (it is related to the Wordpress plug-in from 

WPML - language support).  

26. hide-cookie-bar-hi hicron.com 30 days It remembers the action performed by a specific 

user – marked as [ X ] in the Cookie bar. 

27. mc_session_ids[default] hicron.com Session It supports the Captcha mechanism used in online 

forms at www.hicron.com to determine whether the 

user is in fact human or is emulated by some 

software. 

28. mc_session_ids[multi][0] hicron.com Session It comes from the Captcha application used with 

website forms. 

29. mc_session_ids[multi][1] hicron.com Session It comes from the Captcha application used with 

website forms. 

30. mc_session_ids[multi][2] hicron.com Session It comes from the Captcha application used with 

website forms. 

31. mc_session_ids[multi][3] hicron.com Session It comes from the Captcha application used with 

website forms. 

32. mc_session_ids[multi][4] hicron.com Session It comes from the Captcha application used with 

website forms. 

33. UserMatchHistory linkedin.com 2 months It stores guests’ preferences, which makes it 

possible to display more accurate advertisements 

based on user preferences. 

34. _ga linkedin.com 2 years It is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a 

randomly generated number as the customer ID. It 

is taken into account in every page request on the 

site and used to calculate guest, session and 

campaign data for site analysis reports (Google 

Universal Analytics). 

35. bcookie linkedin.com 1 year It is used to share the contents of a website using 

social media (Microsoft MSN - LinkedIn). 

36. lang  linkedin.com Session It remembers the website’s language version 

selected by the user. It is used in the LinkedIn 

advertising system.  

37. lidc linkedin.com 1 day A cookie file that is responsible for routing. It 

ensures the correct operation of the website. 

38. BizoID  ads.linkedin.com 6 months A cookie file that incorporates user-based contents. 

http://www.hicron.com/
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39. lang  ads.linkedin.com Session It remembers the website’s language version 

selected by the user. It is used in the LinkedIn 

advertising system.  

40. JSESSIONID nr-data.net 1 year It is most often used to maintain an anonymous user 

session by the server (general-purpose file used by 

JSP-based websites). 

41. __cfduid user.com 6 months It is used to speed up website loading time. It 

replaces all security restrictions based on the user’s 

IP address. It does not contain any information 

identifying the user (CloudFlare). 

 


